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Kids are leading charge in recycling
going green:

Company,
brewery
raise glass
for Jones

Students help bring in 15 billion bottles and cans over the last 20 years
Ian Austin
The Province

Minister of the Environment Mary Polack and Scott Fraser, president and CEO of Encorp Pacific, recycle
at a news conference on Wednesday while announcing that B.C. residents are recycling more than one
billion beverage containers each year. Nick Procaylo photos/PNG

video

Ian Austin ventures to
the Queensborough
Landing Return-It Depot
in New West to investigate the recycling of
B.C.’s 15 billionth beverage container.
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ALI DHARAMSHI

Dharamshi said. “It only takes 30
seconds.
“Within five days, the money will
be in your account.”
No more lineups, no more sort-
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BRAND NEW &
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HAUNTED HOUSE,
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DOLL FACTORY

ing — and hopefully more returnable containers being diverted from
landfills.
“Everybody’s very busy,” said B.C.
Environment Minister Mary Polak
of the Express Return initiative. “If
it takes less time to do it, more people are likely to return their recyclables.”
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End to end, B.C.’s recycled beverage
containers would reach the moon —
in fact, there would be seven parallel
streams of recyclables from stretching from here to the moon.
That’s a whole lot of containers —
in fact, it’s 15 billion bottles and cans
brought in for recycling over the last
two decades.
This green revolution is being led
by the younger generation — B.C.
students are taught about recycling
as part of their Grade 5 curriculum,
and they’re bringing those lessons
home to roost.
“You’ve got the children teaching
their parents,” said Brock Macdonald, CEO of the Recycling Council
of B.C., on hand Wednesday to celebrate Encorp’s 15 billionth recycled
beverage container.
“We’re up to a billion containers
a year.”
Encorp, which runs the Return-It
depots throughout B.C., recovered
five billion containers in its first 10
years, and blossomed to 10 billion
containers in its second decade —
doubling the return rate.
Wednesday a new, easier wrinkle in the deposit-return game was
demonstrated at Encorp’s Queensborough Landing Return-It Depot —
a quick drop-off service that eliminates lineups and messy sorting of
cans and bottles.
“Our competition is the garbage,”
said Encorp CEO Scott Fraser. “If
people keep thinking it’s easier to
throw it out than return it, they won’t
recycle.”
So Queensborough Depot owner
Ali Dharamshi showed media how
simple the Return-It Express program is — set up an account, bring
in your bag of empties, and staff
will sort and count your returns
and send the money to your online
account.
“You enter your phone number,
take your label, and tag the bag,”

The Queensborough Landing
facility is a far cry from the recycling
depots of yesteryear — indoors, virtually odour-free, gleaming stainless
steel — and at least on Wednesday
looked more like an upscale retail
outlet than a dumpy depot.
The returned items are reused and
end up in a huge variety of consumers goods as diverse as fleece jackets
and picnic tables.
And with kids leading their parents to a greener future, 15 billion
returned containers is just the beginning.
For more information, go to returnit.ca or the B.C. Recyclepedia smartphone App.
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A local brewery has partnered with North Shore Rescue
to release a special beer to raise
money for the Tim Jones Legacy Fund.
Tim Jones was the longtime
leader and public face of the
North Shore search-and-rescue
organization who died in January after collapsing due to cardiac arrest.
In the months since Jones’
death, several fundraiser efforts
and campaigns have been organized in his memory, with the
goal of raising funds for the lifesaving group he led.
The latest comes from Deep
Cove Brewers and Distillers. The
brewery will be releasing the
Shredder Golden Ale Beer next
month, with all proceeds going
to the Tim Jones Legacy Fund,
which helps the organization pay
for equipment and rescue operations.
The 57-year-old was given the
nickname Shredder, both for his
love of backcountry skiing and
also for the “infamous ‘shredding’ motivational tactics” he
used when training with the NSR
team.
“The Shredder Golden Ale was
designed to be a beer Tim would
have enjoyed with his family, friends and husky after a call
well done,” read a news release,
which described the beer as having “a nice, rounded malt body
featuring biscuit and honeysuckle notes.”
Brewing for the Shredder Golden Ale began Wednesday, with
an expected launch date of Nov.
15.
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